
 

  

Bangalore – Kanchipuram – Mahabalipuram   

 

ABOUT CHENNAI 

Chennai formerly known as Madras is the capital city of Tamil Nadu state and is the fourth 

largest metro city in India. The city grew up around the English settlement of Fort Saint 

George and gradually absorbed the surrounding towns and villages. However, despite 

the strong British influence, Chennai has retained its traditional Tamil Hindu culture and 

effectively blended it with the foreign influence. The city is widely spread in about 180 Sq 

Kms. It is a major trade centre, being well linked by road, rail and air to important cities 

besides being a sea port. Compared to the other major metros of India, it is far less 

congested and polluted. Chennai is a journey into timeless India, a kaleidoscope of 

moods. rich in the treasures of history, from temples and shrines to forts and palaces, the 

landscape of the past lives easily with the present. Chennai is the fourth largest city in 

India and the capital of Tamil Nadu.  
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Day 01: Arrive Chennai (No Meals) 

Assemble at KLIA airport at 17.30 for registration and depart from KL at 21.30by Malaysia airlines 

flight MH182. Welcome on arrival at Chennai airport. After meet & assist services at the 

airport, transfer to Hotel. Overnight stay at hotel. 

 



 

Day 02: Chennai (B/L/D) 

Breakfast at hotel and then will proceed for full day city sightseeing of Chennai visit Fort St. 

George - was built in 1640 AD, by the British East India Company under the direct supervision of 

Francis Day and Andrew Cogon. This place achieved its name from Saint George, the patron 

saint of England. Thousand Lights Mosque - a multi-domed mosque located near Anna flyover 

in Chennai built in 19th century in the ground donated by Nawab Wallajah and renovated in 1981, 

is a revered religious place for Muslim community. It is called 'thousand lights' because more than 

one thousand lamps are illuminated in the Assembly Hall of this mosque. It has two big minarets 

as big as 64 feet The Marina Beach - its the second longest beach in the world with a stretch of 

4.5 kms (2.5 miles). This stretch is filled with statues of remembrance from our Tamil culture to 

our great leaders. Shopping in T Nagar. Lunch & dinner at local restaurant. Overnight at hotel 
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Day 03: Chennai – Kanchipuram – Mahabalipuram  (B/L/D) 

After breakfast at hotel, will drive toward Mahabalipuram. En route visit Kanchipuram - 

Kanchipuram is one among the most sacred pilgrimage sites in India. The city has some of the 

most grand and majestic temples to sweep you off your feet, with their striking architectural 

marvel. On arrival, proceed to visit Ekambaranathar Temple, Vaikuntha Perumal Temple, 

Kailasanathar Temple. Kanchipuranm also famous for very rare Kanchipuram silk item, Sarees 

etc. You can go shopping for various silk item for soveniors, gift for friend or family member. After 

that will continuer our journey to Mahabalipuram. On arrival, check in to the hotel. Evening at 

relaxation. Dinner & overnight at hotel. 
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Day 04: Mahabalipuram – Chennai (B/L/D) 



After healthy breakfast, we will proceed Mahabalipuram sightseeing - Mahabalipuram that was 

formerly known as Mamallapuram is one of the most frequented tourism destination. Visit  Five 

Rathaas, Shore Temple, Arjunas Penance and Krishnas Butter ball. Back hotel for lunch and 

enjoy famous beach of Mahalbalipuram. Later on drive back to Chennai. On arrival, proceed 

dinner at local Chinese restaurant and then transfer to hotel. 
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Day 05: Chennai – departure (B/L/D) 

Morning after breakfast, then you are free for shopping or enjoy in Chennai Largest beach ion 

Marin drive or own activists. Lunch & Dinner at local restaurant. After dinner you will be transfer 

to airport for registration and depart from Chennai airport flight MH181 by Malaysia airlines at 

00.00AM  for onward journey. End of tour. 

 

Chennai shopping places 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tour Cost includes: 



 04 Nights hotel accommodation based on twin room.  

 All meals as per Itinerary (B/L/D). 

 Air-conditioned Transport throughout the tour as per the itinerary.  

 English speaking guide. 

 All fuel charge, Toll taxes, Driver allowance, enter state taxes etc. 

 Presently applicable government taxes. 

 01 bottle of water per day per person. 

 tour guide and driver tips 

 Visa cost 

 

Tour Cost does not include:  

 Ticket   Air fare to and from, tax etc.  

 Expenses of personal nature such as Laundry, telephone bill etc. 

 Monument Entrance. 

 Any Kinds of Tips.  

 Other services not mentioned above. 

 

Notes: 

 0 - 5 Years                        - Free without any extra bed 

 05 years up to 12 years  - 80% of adult cost with an extra bed. 

 05 years up to 12 years  - 60% of adult cost without an extra bed.      

 12 years and above       - will be treated as adult.  

 

 

 

 


